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A Chart of Essentials for Patriotic Posters
The underlying point to be borne in mind in the creation of a poster is
the object to be accomplished by the poster

The Artist's Call to Colors
The Opportunity of the Poster
''Write the vision, and make it pl a in upon
tabl es , that he may run that readeth it' '

Hahakkuk ii, 2

IDEA
For example- stimulation, warning, fear, statistical facts , economy, sympathy, etc. (See chart
in "The Battle in this Country," issued by
National Committee of Patriotic Societies.)
He should select the most important one of these .

1 Artist's initial thought
should be single, not scattered
clear,
not vague
specific, not general
should be adaptable to graphic presentation .

2 Artist's thought of effect his poster
will have on others

4 Choice of subject
Careful consideration of the above points will
largely direct choice of subject, and will m ake
the choice logical instead of random. The poster
will be consistent instead of self-contradictory or
confusing.

He must decide whether it is to appeal to every
one, or to a certain class.
He must eliminate his personal impression as
thoroughly as possible, and look at his poster
with the eye of the public.

5 Wording

3 The intended appeal
Must possess:

Careful thought should be given to this, beca u se
design and legend should be complementary .
The drawing should illustrate the legend and
the legend should supplem ent the drawing.

1 Attraction
2 Suggestion
(preferably specific )

3 Memory value
Must appeal to the emotions rather than
to the intellect.

-

The artist should have clearly in mind the kind
of appeal for which his poster is keyed.

Wording should have
1 Attraction value
- r A:b-solute relevanc_j/'
3 Suggestion or advertising v alue
4 Memory value, through brevity

EXECUTION
4 Colors

1 Design
1 The artist must be familiar with, or learn,
the essentials of poster design.
2 He must work with breadth, strength,
surety, force and unity.
3 He must duly consider the size, or sizes at
which the design is to be reproduced.
4 He must duly consider the mechanical
processes.
5 He must keep in mind the specific nature of
his problem, whether it be a poster, a car
card,-a window card, or other uses.

The artist should give preference to strong,
clean-cut color values which will attract as well
as carry at long range.
Mechanical reproduction should be kept in mind.

5 Lettering
Above all, lettering must be legible. It should
also be in scale with the design as a whole,
and an integral part of it. Its placement is most
important. Legibility is aided by a sharp color
contrast .between lettering and background. Lettering is best contrived when it falls upon a
clear, unbroken background .

2 Technique
The artist wilt do well, here, to adapt the technique in which he is most profident, provided
this be suitable for the rendering of a poster.
Proficiency means surety, and surety means
strength.

6 Mechanical Reproduction

3 Medium
The note under " Technique" applies also to
medium, as water-color, tempera, oil, charcoal,
pastel, or lithographer's·, pencil.

[2]

The artist should be reasonably familiar with
the technical possibilities of lithographs, process
plates and flat blocks of metal or wood, and
should avoid renderings which would be unduly
difficult to reproduce.
The question of cost of production here comes
into the artist's province.

"We'll Get Them!"
One of the finest posters the war has produced .
The action, spirit, courage and confidence expressed by the figure stimulate not only the loan
(for which the poster was designed) but the entire
civilian morale as regards the war.

In April, 1917, when the call to arms was sounded
from coast to coast, in place of Paul Revere
to awaken the sleeping countryside there was
chosen the poster - the only messenger which
can go everywhere among us, and still remain
everywhere with us.
Never before has the poster, as a medium of
expression, held such extraordinary opportunity
or been given so great an opportunity. At best
it used to offer a means of expressing some of the
more informal impulses of the few artists who

were attracted to it: neither artist nor public
took the poster seriously until the year of the
Great War.
Europe instantly seized upon the poster as
one of the most direct and valuable of recruiting aids; instantly made use of the graphic
appeal which is but one of the poster's peculiar
attributes.
The opportunity of the poster is knocking at
the door of every studio in the land. The call
1s out for artists to rally to their colors and
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enlist their talents in the fight for their country.
Inspiration? When has there been a greater?
Because posters have largely been used in the
past for strictly commercial purposes, many
artists have failed to find sufficient interest in
poster design to even inquire into its nature and
possibilities.
Today there can be no hesitancy on the part
of the ~rtist to throw himself into the creation
of posters with all the energy and enthusiasm
he may once have reserved for great exhibition
pictures. But to this present great opportunity
of the poster I will return presently, after commenting as briefly as possible upon a second great
opportunity, and one 'Yhich must be strongly apparent to all who are identified with the art of
this country, especially in the fields of commercial art and art in the schools.

German Art Propaganda

sion of no one nation. This is true of real art,
of the works of great ancient and modern
masters. To exclude such art, or to jealously
claim national possession of it would be deplorably petty.
But the type of "German art" to which I
refer will be found, upon critical examination,
not to be art at all. It is merely a way of doing
things- in other words, a technique. And as a
technique it is neither desirable in and of itself,
nor in light of the fact that its imitation must
inevitably be regarded by its promoters as the
successful culmination of their extensive and
systematic propaganda.
Before the war this country was being
flooded with specimens of German commercial
art. Students took to it, readily and unthinkingly, because masses of heavy opaque
color cover up bad drawing, and crude, violent
color schemes distract the eye from poor line,

The hour is at hand when the art of this
country can and must be emancipated from
the influence of German technique.
The issue is a clean-cut one, and of vital
imp-ortanee:-=--<.- - - ------- . ---German methods in commercial art have
gained an alarming foothold in the schools,
both public and private, throughout the country. And it requires no stretch of the imagination to see, in the promotion of German art by
German agents, a part of the far-reaching and
insidious propaganda which was intended to
popularize all things German until the time
was ripe for material conquests.
The following announcement appeared on
the cover of a circular describing an exhibition
of German commercial art, sent on tour to
libraries and schools throughout the country by
a German company with offices in New York:
0 "- -

.,

)
•

l

-

"Exhibition of German Commercial Art and
its influence upon American Advertising."
The exhibition was opened in New York, February 4th, 1915, with an address by Dr. Heinrich
Albert, Privy Councillor of the German Department of the Interior. Dr. Albert will be remembered as one of the first of Germany's most
notorious spies to be deported from this country.
Art has been said to be universal-a posses[ 4

An Australian recruiting poster which is exceptionally strong in its appeal and its dramatic
value. The appeal is both specific and general;
its attraction and memory values are excellent.
Much is conveyed with skillful economy of means.

l

faulty composition, and even from absence of
idea.
It is the duty of every art teacher, art
director and art editor, as well as of the judges
in every poster competition, to deny consideration to any submitted work which is clearly
based on the German commercial art idea.
Only in this way can we hope to undo the
harm which has already been done in the
spread of the German commercial art idea in
our schools and art departments.
And only in this way can we open a path for
the development of anything which can come
to be called American art. Our artists must
design American pos~ers instead of copying
German posters.
I do not speak theoretically in this matter,
but from actual observation of tendencies. I
can say specifically that a number of drawings
sent in for the recent War Savings Stamp
poster competition might, from their technique
and lettering, have been executed in Munich,
everything except the wording being essentially German.
That much of this distinctly German technique appears unconsciously and, ho · doubt
unintentionally, in the work of American
artists and students is but a stronger proof of
the insidiousness with which it has invaded
our schools, and proof, too, of the real necessity
of a strong stand being taken now by all teachers, editors and judges of commercial and
poster art.
Reverting again to the opportunity of the
poster, in its present dedication to the highest
purposes which can actuate a nation or an
individual-let our artists be heard from. The
unknown artist may rise to fame overnight
through a really splendid poster; the artist of
conspicuous reputation has before him the
chance of a lifetime to justify that reputation.
But a great poster is not achieved easily.
The greatest part of the work involved must
come before pencil is taken in hand- must
come through the artist's quick intuition and
imagination of the mind of his great audience,
the public.
We have a legion of artists who can draw and
paint posters- but how few we have who can

As in the French poster, "On !es Aura," this
Italian war loan poster is alive with action,
arrests attention and stimulates the civilian to
do his part. The tense, dramatic strength of this
poster, as well as of "On !es Aura" makes their
message and their appeal impossible to ignore.

thinlc posters. And the poster which has been
painted without thought will inevitably fail to
convey or stimulate thought.
No amount of technical excellence in drawing
or rendering will take the place of strong underlying thought. The conveying of a thought is
the first and greatest essential of a poster.
Former requirements said only that the
poster must convey its message in such a way
that it could be read. But when the artist is
painting a poster dedicated to any of the
supreme activities of this country at war, he
cannot be content to . make a poster whose
message can or may be read.
The artist's imperative duty is to produce a
poster so compelling that its message MUST be
read.
M.P.
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Four Types of Pictorial Publicity

Illustrating Direct and Appealing Symbolism
Money fights for Victory. Here
the French gold-piece overcomes the
German soldier. A strong, graphic
rendering of the war loan idea, in
terms understandable at a glance,
even without any legend.

A direct connection between the civilian's purchase of thrift stamps
and the actual fighting at the front
is conveyed by this poster, in which
the stamps gradually merge into
the belt of machine-gun cartridges.

An exceptionally skillful rendering
of the direct message to the civilian,
symbolized by the man and the little
girl handing up cartridges and
grenades to the embattled soldier.

The Poster a Force in War
"A striking picture will stir more persons than
a thousand words of print," is a saying which is
daily gaining ground in the thoughts of those
carrying on our campaigns of patriotic publicity. The morale-the state of mind- of the
individuals in this country must be strengthened
and upheld by the impression of certain ideas
on the consciousness of all of us. The printed
word, the spoken word, the pictured word, must
each be used in its proper place, but on the
minds of the greatest number, the pictured
word will always, as it has for ages past, produce the quickest, the surest and the most
lasting results.
This Government, following the example of
France and Great Britain-has recently given
commissions in the army to a number of artists
who have been sent to the front to depict
scenes and events which can be authoritatively
presented to our people as a means of rousing
them to the realities of this war.
The spirit of the soldier himself is being
strengthened by the French Government through
the distribution to the men in the trenches

of two million sets of drawings by Raemaekers,
which show Germany's forty years of preparation for the war.
Here in this country, our artists have contributed immeasurably to the success of Recruiting, Red Cross, Food Saving, W.S.S.
and Liberty Loan campaigns. Over .2000 separate designs in posters have already been put
out as the most direct means of carrying conviction to the minds of the people on the real
issues of the war.
As the war has gone on, our artists have
themselves felt more and more keenly the vital
questions involved, and have expressed in their
work more clearly and forcibly the things which
were inspired by their own deep-rooted convictions. To the good technique and patriotic
fervor that our artists have brought to their
tasks, it is hoped that there may be added a
little of the special knowledge of psychology
and of advertising sense which should come
from a study of some of the fundamental
principles involved in the creation of pictorial
publicity.

[6]

Posters, window cards, cartoons and illustrations
meet on the common ground of attracting attention where type alone would fail. These four
forms of publicity do their work in different
fields. This monograph is designed to cover the
essentials of the poster.
The Poster- which appears in public places
an.cl usually out of doors- must attract attention in the face of a thousand distractions and
competitors for attention, and must make itself
understood by people who are usually moving
and intent on other things. It calls for a large
size, a forceful use of design and color and a
simple presentation of its message with the
minimum of print.
The subway or elevated car card is a poster
designed for a special place, and it is a place
of which the publicity value cannot be overrated. The passengers are less distracted than
pedestrians or travelers on surface vehicles,
and if not reading newspapers, have nothing
other than the car card to interest them.
It may seem desirable here to make a distinction between posters and window cards,
as both are widely used at present by the
Division of Pictorial Publicity.
The Poster must attract, tell its story forcefully and at once. It must be so designed as
to be seen in its entirety from a passing motor
car. If the ·message is rendered in a way too
complex for this instantaneous view, there is
too much in the design.

The Window Card need attract only up to
the point of declaring its presence in the window
at close range. It may even possess enough
poster value to attract from across a street, and
draw the passerby up to the window. Having
done this, it may contain much detail-even
complexity- considerable text - even considerable matter for study - for it is the vehicle
for conveying matter too involved for presentation in the necessarily pyrotechnic flash of the
poster.
The Cartoon-which appears m newspapers
or periodicals-easily attracts attention by

An example of the poster's capacity for telling a
story. We read here: "Food," "Large quantities
of Food," "Food for the Army at the Front"and the main legend tells us to "keep 'i t coming."
Having told us this, graphic:ally and verbally,
the poster has achieved its purpose.

virtue of its contrast with the usually unbroken
printea page that surrounds it. In the cartoon
it is possible to use sufficient printed matter to
fully explain the picture: in the comparative
leisure that goes with newspaper reading the
picture may be studied in some detail. A
humorous or homely touch in the cartoon is
often most effective.
And cartoons have often proved admirable
material for window cards. Crowds have been
seen studying Raemaeker cartoons and Bairnsfather comic sketches in show windows.

The Illustration possesses publicity value in
direct ratio to its simulation of reality-to
the vividness with which it portrays actual
places, people or events. In this respect it
differsJrom the poster in that the poster sug-
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The Direct Appeal

Save a loaf
a weel~
help-win
the war

Three Food Conservation Posters
Portrayal of the soldier in the
trenches is a part of the story, and
an important part, though it makes
no specific demand of the civilian.
The technique is that of an illustration, well-handled for poster purposes.

A poster conveying a specific message to the civilian, both illustrating
and stating his part in food conservation. The splendid legibility
of the "lower case" hand lettering
should be observed, as well as the
carrying quality and memory value
attained through simplicity.

gests rather than portrays, and it differs from
the cartoon in that the cartoon symbolizes or
caricatures incidents, people or events.
A consideration of cartoons and illustrations,
both as publicity mediums and from the
technical side, involves sufficient material for a
subsequent monograph.

The Thought behind the Poster
Clear thinking is necessary in order to get clear
and effective expression. Many artists try to
express thoughts that have not been fully
formulated in their own minds. A poster or
cartoon is intended to convey ideas to the mind
of another. The idea can not be conveyed in
an effective way, if it does not exist in the brain
of the one who sets out to convey it.
Let every artist who is about to design a
poster ask himself specifically: "What is the
object to be accomplished by this poster? What
is the thought I am about to express in this
poster, and what is the clearest way for me to
express it?"
Clear thinking on the part of the artist is
absolutely necessary if a clear impression is to
[ 8

An illustration of the danger of
being "too clever." The picture of
the key, in place of the word,
makes this a puzzle instead of a
poster, and destroys its directness.
The "upper case" lettering , too, is
not so legible as the " lower case" in
the preceding example.

be made on those who are to read his message.
And -ir is ~most impor anTf6r tlie -artist to remember that the thinking must be done before
he concerns himself with questions of technical
rendering.
A poster consists, broadly, of IDEA and
EXECUTION- and the idea must come first.
The secondary considerations which have bearing upon idea and upon execution are tabulated
in a chart on Page 2 of this monograph.

If the artist is doing a poster to aid the sale
of War Saving Stamps h 25c each, he would
obviously not do the sam:'e kind of a poster that
would appeal to a marl' who is able to buy
Liberty Bonds, the smallest denomination of
which is $50. Yet this is exactly the mistake
that was made in our first year at war.
Obviously no one design can be certain of
making exactly the same appeal to every person
who sees it. If a series of posters be prepared,
the most effective course is to make appeals
from the several angles involved, and keyed to
reach the several types of people involved. If
but one poster is to be prepared, it will run
almost inevitable danger of failing to convey
any one impression clearly if the artist endeavors to convey four or five different impressions. He must select the most important

A poster of specific appeal for a specific purpose,
excellently rendered from the technical point
of view.

A car-card which graphically links the War
Saving Stamp Campaign with the Ship Building
Campaign. An example of specific appeal and
good single idea.

The Poster in the Street should appeal
to "the Man in the Street"
Many artists forget, when they are doing
posters or cartoons, that the preparation of
their design is only half of the work in hand;
a consideration of the audience is the other half.
Artists in common with wri't,ers and speakers
are prone to assume a certain knowledge on the
part of their audience. Every written article,
every speech, every poster or cartoon should be
so clear that a person without previous knowledge of the subject matter can grasp the meaning and the message. The nearer the work
approaches this ideal the better.

J

A painting made for use as a poster in the Ship
Building Campaign-excellent as an illustration,
but too complex and confused to possess the
carrying qualities and direct, instantaneous
appeal necessary for a poster.

message required to be delivered, and must
convey this the most clearly to the greatest
number of people. In some cases his problem is
specific, as, for example, in a poster appealing
to shipyard workers. Here, because the audience.is limited, the appeal may be limited.
As another example of selecting the appeal,
consider the problem of designing a War Savrngs Stamp poster. In an extensive series
there might well be one of general appeal, one
of appeal to children, another appealing to
women. One might present W.S.S. as an investment, another as a patriotic duty: one might
bring the battlefront nearer by bits of action,
soldiers, life in the trenches: another might aid
the public in visualizing the specific purposes
for which war demands money-ships, tanks,
guns, munitions. A more general theme is
seen in the visualization of the sinister German
soldier, the ruin and desolation wrought in
Belgium and France, the menace to American
lives and homes, and to the peace and welfare
of the whole world.
[ 9J
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is keyed only to the intellectual
faculties will not only fail to convey the necessarily instantaneous message, but will leave its
beholder cold and unimpassioned.
Intellect restrains emotion, and
the poster which mistakenly attempts to make an appeal both
emotional and intellectual runs a
distinct danger of cancelling positive with negative, and leaving no
vital impression.

A good design will present strong poster
values regardless ·of the size at which it is reproduced. It may be a 24-sheet billboard poster,
or a poster stamp.
Some essentials of poster design may be
briefly enumerated: strength, breadth, simplicity by elimination of unnecessary detail,
good lettering, good color. A void the use of
several distances, since these lie in the province
of the picture rather than of the poster. Avoid
masses of small lettering. A void a too-elaborate system of light and shade.
Space will allow but a brief amplification of
these points. "Strength" and "breadth" explain themselves. "Simplicity," too, should be
readily understandable as a poster essential.
Upon "lettering," too much stress cannot be
laid. Poor lettering has destroyed the value
of so many posters that it is safe to say that
the well-lettered poster is the exception.
Before all else, lettering must be legible.
Lower case is more legible than capital letters.
"Original" and "clever" lettering have no place
in poster design. If the worded message of the
poster cannot be read, the poster is obviously
a failure. Lettering placed in columns, one letter
beneath another, is absollltely indefensible on
any ground. Lettering should properly he a
part of the design as a whole, a consideration
which involves the question of scale.
Carrying effect, or range is to be sought in
preference to effectiveness at a short distance.
The "short-distance poster" is the window
card. If a poster is so designed that the
message of its figures will carry a hundred
feet, it should not have lettering which can
be read only ' at fifty feet. The figure message
and the lettered message should be equally
legible. Sharply contrasting colors in lettering
and background are advisable, and "low
visibility" for lettering should be carefully
avoided.
If a poster is so designed that one must stop
to read it, it is not a good poster. "It should
make itself understood in i:ts entirety at once,
leaving nothing to be deciphered, studied or
left to run the risk of being overlooked."
In designing or selecting a poster it is well to
have in mind the places where most posters are
placed. The architectural background of the
city, consisting as it does of vertical and

Design
When the thought involved in the
creation of a poster has reached
Two Posters of General Appeal
a
definite form, the artist must
The portrayal of the menace of
and urges action through strong
now concern himself with the
the enemy has an important place
suggestion rather than through
in any series of posters selected
specific appeal. The right-hand one
more or less technical question of
for any of the war activities.
is first prize winner in the W.S.S.
design.
The message here is a general one,
Poster Competition.
There is a too-prevalent deluThis last appeal is general in that it would be sion that a poster is any design or picture or
no less an appeal for Recruiting, Liberty Bonds, lettered placard reproduced in a large size. No
Food Conservation, Ships or Red Cross than delusion could be more mistaken.
for vVar Savings Stamps.
A poster design is good irrespective of the
The point, however, lies in the fact that no size at which ifis reproduced.
one poster could make all these appeals. At
A poor design magnified acquires no merit as
the most it might incorporate two - but even if a poster-it becomes worse in proportion as it
this is skilfully done there is the danger of divid- is enlarged.
ing the interest, of one idea competing with the other, and both
losing the force and unity which
should be the poster's aim.
The best course is to definitely
select the appeal which seems most
important, and to convey it in the
most unmistakable terms.

The Two Kinds of Appeal
It must be remembered that
there are two distinct kinds of
· appeal- emotional and intellectual.
The first of these, the appeal to
the emotions, is obviously the one
which is essential in the poster
-essential not only to the instantaneous comprehension of the beholder, but to the urge for the
beholder to act. A poster which

Two Posters of Specific Appeal
The English loan poster, addressed
the case with the American Red
directly to the civilian, tells its
Cross poster. In neither example
entire story at a glance, as also is
is the message obscure or lacking
in direct and forceful presentation.

[ 10]
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A window card of general appeal through suggestion, to be used in the War Savings Stamp Campaign. The rendering, too complex for a poster,
requires close range and more or less study. The
story is told in dramatic and realistic terms, as
in illustration technique.

horizontal lines, naturally throws into greater
prominence any strong diagonal lines or masses.
In this is to be found the greatest recommendation for a strong unbalanced composition in a
poster, usually obtainable in the rendering of
figures in action. An excellent example is to
be seen in the famous' French "On les Aura"
poster. (Page 3).

The Power of Suggestion
Demosthenes, when asked the essentials of the
composition of a good oration, replied: "First,
action; second, action; third, action." Here,
certainly is the cardinal principle of the poster.
The power of suggestion is great, and the suggestion-possibilities of the poster are great.
To impel people to act, action must be
depicted.
A design of allegorical nature, as, for example,
a sublime figure of "Democracy" seated on a
throne, with the nations of the earth passing
before her in review might, conceivably, fail to
sell a single Thrift Stamp. It may be pleasing,
but leaves the beholder with no specific impulse.
Action, on the other hand, impels action.
Again the French poster "On les Aura" should
be cited . . Akin to action in practical importance, in all posters related to war activities, is
the psychological importance of bringing the
issue home to the civilian. Posters depicting
soldiers in the trenches, or going "over the
top" are one part of the story; they stimulate,
they "lift," they suggest the comparatively small
sacrifices asked of the civilian.

[ 11]
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Examples are not far to seek. The Australian
recruiting poster is excellent- its legend arresting, compelling, integrally a part of the picture: "Remember, boys-Nurse Cavell." The
recent Red Cross poster tells its story in six
words: "In the Name of Mercy, Give." Again,
"On les Aura"- "We'll get them"-only three
words succeed admirably in expressing confidence, heroism, determination and a martial
note like a bugle call which pages of text might
entirely fail to convey.
In the wording then, it is important to strive
for attention value, for clear and forceful delivery of the desired message, for memory value
through brevity and for close relation· to the
graphic spirit and subject of the poster.

One of the English recruiting posters for Lord
Kitchener's first army-a poster of marked historic interest as one of the first examples of
poster publicity for war purposes.

On the other hand, the poster showing a
wage-earner, buying a liberty bond at a cashier's window, and bearing the ringing query:
"Who said we started something we can't finish?"
impels definite action. The civilian population,
being constantly reminded by some posters that
they have soldiers at the front, must also have
other posters telling them what, specifically, .
they can do to aid those soldiers and win the war.
In Food Conservation the poster showing
the soldier partaking of his meal in the trench
is part of the story- the other part, equally
important, must be told by the poster of the
woman in the kitchen, or by the poster caricature of the unpatriotically self-indulgent restaurant diner, ordering more food than he is
able to eat.

The Worded Message
Theoretically, the poster is capable of conveying its message adequately without wordsgraphically.
Actually, its value may be doubled by wellchosen wording- an unforgettable phrase, a
ringing appeal. Too much thought cannot be
expended on this part of the poster, because the
very reason that the wording on a poster must
be of limited compass is the more reason for
every word to make itself felt.
In a t en-word telegram one is not inclined to
indulge in phraseology which is either immaterial or obscure. And the best posters
display, at least in their main legend, less
than ten words.
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Selecting the Best
ARTISTS-Produce the
best posters possible

~- The selection of
~ Patriotic Poster
1s a matter too
COMMITTEES- Secure
important to be
the best posters possible left to chance

A word to Committees and Judges:
In selecting a poster, it will be found that its
real merit is not a matter of opinion, of personal
like or dislike. Broadly speaking, the merit of
a poster is dependent upon the intelligence and
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Color
Color is the natural heritage and one of the
most conspicuous opportunities of the posterand it is also the phase of poster design in which
it is least advisable to formulate anything like
rules.
Clear, strong colors are to be recommended,
and complex color-schemes are to be avoided.
Important as the element of color must be
conceded 1 to be, it is still of secondary importance to the design, for good coloring cannot
save a poor design, while poor coloring cannot
entirely destroy the strength of a good design.
Many splendid posters have been done in
monotone .
From the standpoint of simplicity and memory value, as well as low cost of production, the
silhouette in black and white, or black and a
color, deserves wider vogue than it has yet
attained. Its one failing, unless very skillfully
managed, lies in its unreality and impersonality.

All Together-

The Lettered Bulletin or Poster-Placard
Much may be accomplished by this type of publicity, displayed as window cards, or posted in
railroad stations , lobbies and other congregating
places where leisurely close-range study is possi-

hie. The examples to right and left are from set
type, the central example being hand-lettered,
and at a scale possessing the carrying power of
a poster.

v1s10n and artistic ability of the designer as cost of securing the best design may be less
exercised in observing the essentials pf poster than 5% of the total cost of printing, disdesign. These essentials, then, as outlined in tributing and posting.
the foregoing pages, are of equal importance to
Since the whole value of a poster lies in its
artists and to committees or judges.
design, do not waste a $1000.00 space with a
There should be no confusion in judging a $20.00 design. This applies particularly to
poster, as between idea and execution, and the patriotic posters, because they occupy many
chart on page 2 of this monograph suggests the spaces which no amount of money could buy
consecutive and logical sequence and relation of - the sides of government buildings, windows
points which should be taken into consideration. of banks and exclusive stores, post-offices,
Granting that the poster possesses certain park bill-boards and the halls of public libraries.
elusive qualities impossible to formulize or tabu- Give thought to what shall be displayed in such
late, there remain enough definite fundamentals places, for the best designs obtainable can be
to constitute a fair and intelligent basis for none too good.
appraisal.
'
A really good poster should continue to atJudges may often hesitate between a poster tract attention and deliver its message over a
of good idea and poor execution, or poor idea much longer period than the campaign for
and, perhaps, splendid execution, but sight which it was designed.
should never be lost of the fact that the best
A poor poster will not achieve these results
poster combines these two broad essentials: even over the short period which paste and
IDEA and EXECUTION.
paper will withstand · the elements. So let us
And it is by these two essentials that all have good posters-the kind that will stimulate
posters should be judged, with minor or second- . the morale-the war enthusiasm of all our
ary considerations weighed with due recogni- people.
tion of their relative importance.
Do not be content with a poster whose
Get the best poster design possible. De- message "can" or "may" be read-insist
pending on the number of posters displayed, the upon the poster whose message MUST be read.
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Comparative Poster Values shown in a- Critical Chart

Comparative Poster Values shown in a Critical Chart

Save
your Child
FR OM AUT OCRACY
A

y

')
-;..._q,.., ._JOIN

YOUR

•.

AMERICAN RED CROSS
•·· YL ·. ; 5 . . ~ M<1~!J',:'?-OO"l>

Color ------versus ------Black and White

Action -------versus--------Rest
The portrayal of action suggests
action and arrests attention. The
appeal here is general rather than
specific.

Color, in this example, is not essential to the comprehension of the
artist's intention, because of the
direct, illustrative quality of the
subject and its rendering.

The color of the translucent green
depths of the sea enveloping these
victims of submarine ruthlessness is
essential to the ready comprehension of the artist's intention .

Even upon reading the wording of this poster,
no impulse to act is conveyed . An example
of good technical rendering , without strong
and impelling thought behind it.

Direct Appeal - - - - - v e r s u s - - - - This portrayal of the wage-earner
investing in Liberty Bonds is an
admirable example of the strength
of the specific appeal addressed to
the civilian.

Although this poster is splendid in
spirit and dignity, and masterful in
technique, it is too allegorical t~
convey any specific appeal , as compared to the example at the left.

------versus------Realistic Values
A technique of which the finely detailed values do not carry at long
range.

A poster technique of strong carrying quality and distinct economy of
artistic and technical means.

Order

now

·~Getitoutof'

Uncle Sams way

-heneeds
the rt1ilrot1ds
forthewar

STAND BEHIND nu:
COUNTaY's GIR\HOOD

Y·W:.C·A

NEW YOR~S SHAil¢ Jt,7$'0,000

8

i

~ J.A!'!Jtt~t!;!ct2~,w±

•Lettering - - - - - - - v e r s u s - - - - - - -

Simplicity------versus - - - - - Essentially an enlarged illustration,
the perfect simplicity of this poster
won unanimous public appreciation.
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An excellent poster which fully conveys its message without the complementary aid of wording.

An excellent worded poster which
fully conveys its message in hand
lettering without the complementary aid of drawing.

From the nature of its subject this
poster requires a fairly close range in
order to make itself understood. The
wording is admirably chosen, and
excellently relevant to the drawing.

r
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Making a Weapon of
Printer's Ink and Artist ,s Colors
It has been said :
Underlying these essentials is the conviction of
the people that the war
must ,he won. Implant
this conviction in the
minds of the people by
the proper use of Printer's Inlc and Artist's
Colors.

Men
Food
Money

Will win
the War

Coal
Guns
Ammunitiort
Freight Cars
Ships

The purpose of this monograph is to assist all
artists and art students, as well as all Committees of A ward in Poster Competitions, in making
clear -certain basid esseritials· in ·.:Hoste r\ raliie; . = "
This monograph is one of a series prepared
and issued by the ~ational Committee of Patriotic Societies and designed to ·cover the entire
field of patriotic publicity.

Publications on Patriotic Publicity
1 The Battle in this Country

4

Patriotic Cartoons and Illustrations

( on preparing "copy•· and printing)
~

3

How to plan ancl hold

Patriotic Meetings

5 · Suggestions on making Patriotic
Speeches

Patriotic Posters

6 Patriotic Moving Pictures

( this pamphlet)

Price 15c per copy or $12 per hundred

National Committee of Patriotic Societies
Union Trust Building, \ Vashington, D. C.
1

